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Appendices

STRICTLY PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL
INVESTIGATION INTO ALLEGED BREACHES
OF THE COUNCIL'S EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES POLICIES
IN THE HOUSING DIRECTORATE

INTRODUCTION
1.
The Panel was established by the Director of Housing to
investigate allegations which had arisen in the course of'a
disciplinary hearing in the Housing Directorate. The Panel was
chaired by the Senior Assistant Director, DFS,
'the
Chief Parks and Children's P
S,
dnd
the Head of Personnel, DSS,
2. ' DES indicated that allegations. had been made which
concerned two separate issues. These were broadly:
(i)
that pornographic video material had been exchanged
amongst officers in Housing and elsewhere, and
(ii) that the Senior Assistant director,
, had
deliberately sought to improperly interfere with the process of an
investigation.
3.
The Panel was established and first met formally on 4
October, 1993. The Panel undertook all action necessary to
establish the facts and fully investigate these matters including
undertaking in the order of one hundred interviews, undertook
site visits, and, where necessary, carried out interviews outside
Lambeth. It also examined written evidence and documentation made
available to it by management in DHS, DSS, and CEO and provided to
it by witnesses and a very considerable amount of background
information, including researching press and media information
relevant to the investigation. Interviews included Housing
employees, and ex-Housing employees, employees in DSS, CEO, DFS,
ISD and DES and individuals outside the Council.
x 4.
On the third day that the Panel had met, it received a
request from the DFS and DHS for a meeting. At this meeting, the
two directors requested a clear indication as to how much longer
the investigation would be likely to take.
5.
The Panel pointed out that the allegations concerned
some five individuals, four of whom were on suspension, one of
whom had been dismissed by the council; that in size and scope the
investigation was unusually complex and potentially wide-ranging
and that it seemed .inappropriate and unreasonable to be pressing
the Panel in this way in its third working day. The Panel advised
the two Directors that it would give the investigation and its

rapid completion its highest priority, the Director of Housing
Services undertook to report back to the Chief Executive and
later indicated that he had done so. He also confirmed that the
Panel's report was to be presented to himself. If any other
action needed to be taken by other Directors this would be done by
the CE.
During the course of the investigation, two further
6.
officers were suspended at the request of the Panel. These were:

These suspensions' were agreed by their respective Directors.
In the time during which the investigation was carried
7.
out, a considerable number of press articles, directly or
indirectly linked to the issues being investigated, appeared in
the local and national press including articles in the South
London Press, the Independent, News of the World, Daily Mail
(Appendix A) and Private Eye. Most of these were 'leaked' to the
press without Lambeth Press Office' involvement.
The Panel had requested at the outset, base
8.
documentation relating to the context of the allegations,
suspensions, etc from Housing. There was a very unsatisfactory
response from Housing Personnel and the Panel met initially
without any of this information, and spent a large part of the
first part of the investigation trying to obtain this. Similarly,
the initial system of attempting to arrange appointments via
Housing Personnel proved unsatisfactory and in addition, it
appeared that information as to who the witnesses were and when
they were being seen was becoming too widely known. The Panel
subsequently found it more effective to contact employees direct
and arrange their appointments. The Panel had also not been
written to individually, or as a Panel, to confirm their
appointment, context or the resources that would be available to
them to undertake the investigation. All information requested
from the Housing Directorate and from the Director himself during
the course of the investigation has been forthcoming.
International House and Mary Seacole House were used as
9.
the base for carrying out the investigation.
The Panel received a very considerable amount of co10.
operation and assistance from witnesses and in providing evidence
to enable the investigation to proceed. The Panel was also
impressed with the calibre and commitment of a great many of staff
and former staff in the Housing Directorate and hopes that this
resource will be supported and developed by management to the
advancement of service delivery. •
11..
Prior to the Panel being established, the Director had
discussed and agreed with senior personnel officers involved in
the previous investigation the need for a wider investigation into
2
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Section I: Context and Background

1.

Environment

1.1.
The
descri ed tote
described

and that was
yousing an x- ousigwitnesses, was
This did not emanate from the serious issues
erectly rela ing o
U but from the fact the investigation was
including, in its remit,
the investigation of OIL The Panel found
this ambience t5f fear no
erly unacceptable and
inappropriate, but also
1.2.

was perceived to effectively control a system of
through organisational processes which favoured. certain
indivi ua s and was detrimental to those were not part of this
"circle." 'Ewes described by a large number of witnesses as
"vindictive" and it was also widely alleged by witnesses that any
form of disagreement with or 'crossing' of him would be likely to
result in their position in the organisation being made untenable
by him.
1.3.
There was evidence that Certain individuals had been
forced to leave Housing, irrespective of the quality of their work
simply because they were not favoured by, Nor in some way, had
antagonised him.
1.4.
The Panel interviewed so many employees and former
employees and their views were so consistently reiterated, that
the possibility that some of the perceptions might simply be the
result of organisational or personal antagonism against a longserving and very senior manager had be discounted.
1.5.
Time and again, interviewees claimed that they felt
genuine fear and in some cases, actual terror of what would happen
to them if they spoke openly to the Panel if II.were then to
return. It was almost universally accepted that their employment
with Housing would be in jeopardy if this occurred. Staff who had
left the organisation expressed similar strongly-held views about
the need to not cross or disagree with him if one were to continue
to be employed in Housing.
1.6.
A number of those interviewed described methods'of
undermining that had been used by El including being "set up" in
one way or-another, undermined by ridicule, or criticised out of
all proportion concerning minor, ambiguous, or ill-founded
allegations. Very considerable effort would be needed in any
event to respond or defend themselves and the end result would
likely be either an undermining of the recipient's re utation or
their own confidence. It was frequently'stated that
offered
little or no professional support to subordinates he did not
favour and even put considerable effort into personally conducting
theSe kinds of attacks, usually in writing, the issues raised were
usually petty and 'hit-picking."

5

Witnesses alleged that Illhad also actively undermined a
1.7.
previous AD from the moment of his arrival in Housing, attempting
to make him the oke of the Directorate. Evidence was also

presented that
had personally undermindd other senior managers
in the Directorate.
1.8.
Whilst minor transgressions would often be pursued
vigorously against some employees, major lapses and improprieties
by others were apparently tolerated, dependent on the relationship
that the employee was perceived to enjoy with Ili There is some
evidence of individuals being "set up" or undermined on such
matters concurrent with other attempts to encourage them to leave
the organisation.
1.9.
As one example, the Panel was told by the Director, that
three former employees, had all been investigated by Audit for
undertaking training for other local authorities in work time.
The Director confirmed that there was actual evidence of this in
the form of payments from Greenwich and Brent Councils. The Panel
requested the evidence for this and were supplied by the Director
with a copy of the Audit Report and related correspondence.
1.10.
The Report and other evidence did not show this.
Despite "thorough investigation", it showed no evidence that III
had provided any training in any local authority (to establish
this, all inner London Labour authorities were contacted and asked
whether they had made payments to Ili a prominent labour member in
an authority outside Lambeth). No authority provided any evidence
that they had. There was no evidence .of any investigation at all
related toll'
1.11.
Illhad carried out work for one authority. Of the
twenty days in which he trained, seventeen were done during
approved leave. Three others were not readily accounted for.
1.12.
Not only is this the case but the Audit Report
acknowledged that the personnel records in the section were
"chaotic" and this was confirmed by other Personnel staff. The
Internal Audit Report by MI suggested that it was unlikely that
management could prove any intention to defraud because of this
and the fact that the majority of the training had clearly been
done in his own time.
as a very high quality
It acknowledges
practitioner who would have little difficulty bringing character
witnesses and that the incident was clearly a product of general
disorganisation in the Personnel Section and that the priority
should be to remedy this. It suggested that it might be possible
to take action against'. because he would have known of I's
training activity! The Audit report is curious in its approach
and it is the Panel's view from the tone and contene.Qf the report
that Audit had been asked to carry this'out to assist management's
leverage in forcing. and ■ out of the organisation. This seems
both an inappropriate use of Audit and a corrupt misuse of
managerial authority byIII, who requested the investigation. The
Panel was surprised that the Director seems to have been unaware
of the facts when speaking to the Panel.
6

1.13.
The Panel was told by the Director tha
t this
investigation had been occasioned by
complaints from their own
staff. Whilst the Panel was not abl
staff, the staff working most closel e to interview 1 their
that they did not believe that eithery with.' and 1.1 did indicate
training in work time and were unawar staff member had done
e of anyone in Personnel
making such complaints.
1.14.
It is considered significant that the
re was no record
produced for the Panel of the basis
for the original complaint;
that the Investigation did not establ
officers had undertaken any work in ish that either of the two
and outcome was not at all as descri Council time; that the scope
Director; and that this "Investigatibed to the Panel by the
on" took place during the
period that the group of black divisi
onal personnel officers were
ring-fenced for a smaller number of
pos
officer who retained a substantive (th ts and a white personnel
elsewhere, was placed into the ring-fough part-time) post
ence. Both nand III left
the Council around this time.
1.15.
It does seem clear that this "Investig
ation" and the
threat of possible disciplinary act
ion being taken against the two
officers would have had a significant
undermining effect in the context of de-stablising and
potential redundancy. The
Panel cites the above as one example
of
action instigated by Illin
an inconsistent, inappropriate and
und
erm
ining way against
subordinate staff who were in some
way
out
side of is circle of
favoured staff.
1.16.
It is unclear whether the Dir
simply providing the Panel a hearsay, ector was, initially,
the integrity of the officers involv albeit very damning, view of
ed. However, having provided
the Report itself, he did not rescin
d
or amend his original
observations to the Panel about the
fra
ud allegedly perpetrated by
these three ex-employees. The Panel
rec
ommends that the Director
seriously reconsider the implications
of
this issue and any
related circumstances where he may hav
e
rel
ied on advice from
to form the basis of his views withou
t
rev
iew
ing available
evidence.
2.

Relationship to Sexisa and Racism

2.1.
It is important to emphasise, that,
whilst recognising
that some level of "intimidation" mig
ht
be
per
cei
ved by some
people to relate to a senior officer
who
may
eit
her have a strong
personality or be simply seen as hav
ing considerable power
organisationally, that the fear that
was expressed to the Panel
was qualitatively different and relate
mode of operation of Inland a percep d to the personality and
tion of a requirement of
absolute personal "loyalty" that did
not tolerate either
disagreement or criticism.
2.2. •
The reverse side of the almost palpab
le fear,
particularly amongst those that wer
e simply not liked or had, in
some way, transgressed this requireme
nt of personal loyalty by
- 7

criticising or disagreeing with him, were those people who were
perceived to benefit from structures for rewarding perceived
loyalty or friendship with.l. Some aspects of these are dealt
with in greater detail elsewhere and include the mechanisms of
slottings-in, upgradings, and honoraria, all of which fell within
IlIrs remit in his curre, and
The Panel was
us
concerned that
in the irst place and continue for so long unchecked
and unchallenged
2.3.
Thus people, rafaMIRMn administrative and
relatively -junior positions were seen to
In addition, some women in suppor services were alleged to have
carried out semi domest'c functions for him; these apparently
including
on occasions and
collecting his cleaning, etc.
2.4.
Seen as isolated instances, these would not in
themselves have been remarkable. What is significant in this
context was that this social network seemingly dominated and
determined much of the work atmosphere and work relationships and
seemed to take precedence, in the workplace, to proper
organisational ones. This is particularly important in
understanding the context and environment in which
was able to
an in which
other instances o improprie y an a u appea o have been
allowed to continue unchallenged for ydaxs.
2.5.
This atmosphere of social linking and informal networks
(predominantly white) may well be a major factor in the creation
of an organisation within DHS in which "croneyism" and
"favouritism" were widespread and perceived to flourish as the 'de
facto' norm utilising the very mechanisms that the Council has
developed to avoid these. These same mechanisms within DHS also
served to sustain organisational racism and sexism.
2.6.
Job Evaluations, restructurings, slottings-in, overtime
and honoraria and above all, the large number of "Special
Projects" established in DHS were all perceived by witnesses as
mechanisms controlled bylMas Head pf Personnel and as SAD as
rewards for friends and associates. Similarly, investigative and
disciplinary processes and their outcome were seen by witnesses to
be controlled by
to be used against people whom he did not
support or even, possibly, wish to see continuing in their posts.
2 •7 •
There was substantial evidence to support the view that
people who socialised with Mor were seen to be close to him were
disproportionately in receipt of slotted-:in promotion, overtime,
upgradings and honoraria, as is detailed elsewhere.
2.8
Racism and sexism appeared to play a significant role in
the outcome of this'in that the reci ients or beneficiaries of
these processes were also

8

'2.9.
It was perceived as significant by the Panel, in terms
of organisational sexism, that those few women who benefited, or
were perceived to benefit from this patronage benefited far less
than their male counterparts; and were, in the main, relatively
junior women in support functions (but again, predominantly
white).
2.10.
More senior women, including a number of Assistant
Directors, were generally perceived by witnesses to have been
given a "rough time" by Housing and, this also, generally, applied,
to more seniorqprofessional women inlIM's division.
2.11.
This same atmospher of sexist norms seems to have
allowed an atmosphere wher
comments and
challenged or seen as challengeable and w ere
perceived as a close social friend of Its.
2.12.

In this same environment,

d. A
arge nu .er o iearsay a egations of
harassing other women
employees over the years, were not possible to verify with the
women themselves, but would have been unlikely to have been
challenged by the or anisation as we have indicated elsewhere.
Most witnesses to Ilrs and other Housing officers sexual "bante
confirmed that it was not really accept&ple but "it is just how r"
(he) is", or "I could handle him" or "if I complained it wouldn't
be taken seriously." Responses in this regard were defined on a
personal and individual basis rather than on the basis of
organisational values and standards.
2.13.
The Panel found the evidence presented to them confirmed
within DHS a ma a erial context that is organisationally
discriminatory,
unacceptable and de-motivating. The
combined elements
a of victimisation, perceived favouritism,
and excessive social relationships with no counter-vailing
standards or values being established by management or perceived
to operate, provide a context for sexism, racism and nepotism to
flourish and for improper and corrupt personnel and other
practices to also flourish,
3.

Social Networks and Relationships

3.1.
Social networks were perceived by a great many witnesses
to have become inseparable from and to undermine, appropriate work
relationships. The Panel considered this to be a very significant
factor.
3.2.
These social relationships and activities were perceived
to almost always link with or include=
3.3. •
Organised social events for Housin staff which were
perceived to be organised by, for, or with
,.included annual,
9

outings to Derby, Goodwood and the Lord Mayor's Show as well as
occasional one-off events. The Director advised the Panel that he
thought these kinds of events 'should be encouraged', and that 'he
could not see why people shouldn't be friends' although he'added
that he himself did not go on these events.
3.4.
The view of many witnesses was that these events were
organised by the group of people seen to be close to
(and
therefore already 'favoured' in the organisation) and that
participation in them had greater organisational significance than
simply enjoying a day away.
3.5.
Most
emphasised that they did not go or
were
Many witnessed alleged that a relaxed social
atmosp ere an ranking at the events themselves undermined proper
management relationships between senior and subordinate staff and
that, possibly as a result many relatively junior staff were
considered to have direct and inappropriate access and to enjoy
the patronage of Ill.
3.6.

In addition, a group of officers were considered to be a
centred around lunch at The Trinity and Hope
s. Again, the group drinking together was generally
white officers and whilst
erception of who the 'regulars'
were varied somewhat, •
and IM were generally perceived to be a
core group along with wand
The Director himself was
perceived to be an occasional part of this group.
3.7.
It was the perception of lie witnesses that an innercircle of social networks including
undermined formal
processes, including recruitment, honoraria, disciplinary and
other personnel matters, and created a clear 'in-group' that was
perceived to be beyond control.

III

3.8.
The inclusion of
for example, within this grouping,
given his much-cited constant sexual banter, allegations of his
being frequently 'amongst the missing', taking long lunch hours
that involved drinking and his allegedly inappropriate
relationships with contractors (see elsewhere in more detail) can
be seen to have been a symptom of a widespread malaise which
further eroded perceptions of proper work conduct and confidence
in senior management dealing with issues in this area.
3.9.
The women in this circle, including., Word Processing
Operatives.and III and porters often did Saturday overtime. The
women were often specifically asked by
who also frequently
worked on Saturday. The work required including filing,
photocopying, collation and distribution of committee reports.
The work allocated for overtime did not seem to be priority work
but included filing and general admin w or
k. Evidence was given to
the panel by a_number of individuals that very little was achieved
on these Saturdays. One witness described the Directorate
Saturdays as a "dro.p in" centre where people went shopping on
or read
newspapers. He also 'stated that Illactively encouraged the

- 10 -

porters to do as little as possible by distracting them and
chatting to them.
Other social networking occurred via early morning
3.10.
meetings in Tosca's Cafe which had a core group that included
and others. Sporting activities, for some people, were alleged to
involve working hours participation. These were generally linked
with drinking and sports/games in the Social Club. Illwas a
constant factor in these. Again, these various networks were
er. All involved a small core
perceived to feed into each
to.
group thought to be close
Witnesses also consider that a further network, which
3.11.
may have had a social side, was the network of ex-DMS staff, all
of whom were seen to be close to M, all of whom were white males
nearly all of whom had been appointed into the directorate withou
theneed for competitive interview and nearly all of whom occupy
OIL NILof
positions in DHS. These include III ill, OIL 111
iiirwas previously employed in DMS and socialised with a number
these people. Whilst it is understood that many people would hav
needed to be redeployed on the demise of DMS, and most (but not
all) of the above entered DHS via that route, these are nearly al
individuals who had worked closely with =in the past on Ilts
restructurings, etc and there was a perception amongst many
officers that these jobs (most of which were not into established
posts at the time) were 'personal rewards.'
3.12.
Whether or not this is so, the.effect of absorbing, at a
very senior level of management, a large number of white male
staff from out of DMS into such key positions as they now occupy
has had an effect on perceptions of a largely white, male 'clique'
of friends and associates of who have control of important and
strategic areas within the directorate, and augmenting this
control through social networks.
The Panel during the investigation was concerned about
3.13.
evidence referred to the
' '
the numbe of witnesses who i
and where fearful for their
Jo s. Statemen s i e "I could not find a job in local
authorities as all are Freemasons" was quoted to the Panel.
e
that the
Concern was also
i wish to exchange information, materia etc.
3.14.
The Council during the summer cycle had considered a
report on the subje t where reference was made that in the 1992-93
and
asonic Year Book a
re is e .
3.15.
Witnesses implied that promotion etc was not based on
merit "but if you were a friend of so and so". Otherwise the
individual employee was not going to get anywhere. Reference was
made to an investigation undertaken about two years ago in Housing
where it was alleged that a room at the Town Hall had been
allocated for Freemasonry. Witnesses alleged that there could be

a connection between the social friendship network and the
ind
Freemasons. The investigation' was halted because the ividuals
"came up against a brick wall."
Section II: Original Allegations
4.

Pornographic Videos and Other Materials

Initial allegations were made that pornographic videos
4.1.
cluded
were exchanged amongst a group of officers
and
There was, at first, little evidence to positive y
4.2.
support this, although there was rumoured to be a list of video
and people who had hired them existed within Housing. There were
also allegations that pornographic videos were available from the
Social Club.
Not surprisingly, the suspended officers claimed no
4.3.
knowledge of the exchange of pornographic materials. =advised
the Panel that she had on one occasion recorded a film on Sky that
=had expressed a particular interest in seeing. However, she
alleged that she was unable to recall the title of the film or its
in the Social Club.
content. She claimed to have even it to
The Panel were informed that Illhad met =on several occasions to
exchange pornographic videos.
Illwas fairly widely known to .have a very considerable
4.4.
interest in films and film-making described by one witness as
t, not necessarily pornographic' andEltoo
lie occasion having loaned a video copy of
1
vo un eere
, a close friend. He was apparently
to
the film "
a keen photographer.
witnesses alleged
etc. It is also alleged that he was, on one
occasion, "pulled-up" in relation to pornographic videos in the
e is al e•ed to have
ast
officer.
•

4.5.

0

4.6.
The Panel was not able to interview • although he was
be interviewed. The Panel was informed that he'kept
to
invited
,e distributed
pornographic materials on the premises a
these to other officers
o ma ion
The Panel receive•
rom witnesses that t ere was an exchange of pornographic videos
between Eland the suspended employees. 111 is currently appealing
against his dismissal. If he were to be reinstated by an appeal
panel, this Panel recommends that further disciplinary charges be
brought against him in respect of the above.

- 12 -

4.7.
There is
ecific evidence to link
exchange of pornograsp
"' and III with the
ph
ic videos. The Panel re
charges be brought agai
commends that
Similar charges should nst these two officers in relation to th
also be brought agains
is.
t IIII for this.
4.8.
The Panel al
misconduct in relationso recommends that charges of gross
video material be brou to the supply and exchange of pornograph
ic
ght against'''.

The Panel were inform
period,
ed
NO and
we
re
involved in the exchan that during this
pornographic materials
ge and use
recommends that apprig in the Council premises. The Panel of
ate managerial action
of these employees.
be taken in respect
described in detail el is currently suspended and this is
sewhere in the report
.
4.10.
It should be borne in
mind when assessing th
considering the manage
is and
ri
al
ac
ti
on
that may be taken that
network must operate
such a
wi
th
some degree of secrec
those who take part in
y
an
d
th
at
only
th
e exchange or are comp
exchanges are likely
li
ci
t
in
su
ch
to
be
knowledgeable about it
individuals will clea
rl
y
in
cr
iminate themselves if. Such
information about it.
they provide
4
' '
if as has been alle
ed
h

A
1\/:

4.12.
The Panel therefore co
nsiders that this issu
additionally
e may,
done in tandem w
d
th
at
th
is
sh
ould be
any managemen ac on
taken by the Council.
5.
Computer

4

Pornography

5.1.
The Panel received ev
idence lat
Direct Services Organi
who worked in th
computer-generated po sation Cleaning Services had held and loe
rnographic material
aned
on Council premises.
5.2.
A witness
scribed how after having
employment he had rude
ng
lillseeking informatio left the Council's
Program EXCEL. Ell
n on the Computer
had referred him to II
and Illhad arra
I
fo
r
further information
ng
'place in March/ ed to meet him in his office. This.m
ee
Ap
ri
him to "have a lo l 1992. At some point in the meeting,tial took
told
both fixed porn ok at this" and showed him a disk. , Th
is included
ographic images and mo
ving
performing oral sex on
ages of a woman
.two men. These diskim
being 'hard core po
s
were described as
rnography.' The witnes
s was offered the disk
13 -

and took it away. He returned it
the next time he saw a. He did
not copy the disk.
5.3.
The Panel recomm
ed to the Director of
sing
Services that III be suspenend
ded and this subsequentlyHou
occurred.
5.4.
The Panel interview
llion 11 November 1993. He
confirmed that he did, at one edi
sta
his possession at work. This diskge, have computer pornography in
had allegedly been sent to him
the internal post with a han
dwritten message which read
.this is,.something you might wan
t to see." He claimed not
to have known who sent it or to hav
e
ret
ained the envelope it came
in. He put theglisk in the comput
er
and
saw that it was
pornographic.
also stated that his line man
ager. ..had also
seen the disk and had told
to get rid of it.
111111 put it in a
cupboard and left it here. him
He stated that he was fully awa
re
that it was against the Council's
policy on Equal Opportunities.
5.5.
He also stated tha his colleague
s, IIIIIImpland III
(now left) had also seen thet dis
k.
He
sta
ted
that
laughed when
he saw the disk. Illalso claimed
tha
t
so'
I-gaga
&
els
e
had
seen a
similar disk. At first he said the
nam
e
111
11
but
the
n
cha
nged
this to INEwho he alleged had als
ost. It is the Panel's view thao received similar disks in the
t the =mentioned may have been
who is thought to have links wit
h s
qnded
people.
5.6.
The Panel also received informati
on related to a former
Housing employee. having bee
n involved with computer
pornography. Interestingly, this
officer had been active in
"sabotaging" a complaint of sexual
employees at Roupell Neighbourhoo harassment received from women
the Equalities Unit. His actions d Office when he was employed in
are detailed in the sexual
harassment section.
5.7.
The Panel interviewed ". line man
ager'. in
Development Section where he
had worked prior to workingthe
in th
Equalities Unit. He described dif
with Ill's work which resulted in ficulties he had experienced
centred around performance issues a disciplinary. The charges wer
the Section following this discip . Illwas later redeployed from
advised loyPersonnel to bring mor linary (in which the manager was
e than one hundred charges
against III1) . This is covered in
year, long after 1111 was redeploye detail elsewhere. Earlier this
d into the Equalities Unit.'
received information from one of
his
a previous occasion they and anothe staff outside of work that on
r member of the Section
had seen I.watching comput
er
por
nog
raphy in the office.
not act on this information.
did
5.8.
The Panel interviewed the female
employee who had
given .this information. S1
-1 and her colleague had come back
from lunch one day and went int
the computer room to eat their
lunch. They discovered ! and aobla
ck woman who was not
identified sitting at the comput
er
went to see what they were laughi laughing. When the witness
ng at she saw that there were
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images of a man and a woman having sex. She told
to take it
off the computer, that it was not Council Policy to have that
material and that he could be sacked. He complied and took the
picture offe When asked why she had not reported the incident
earlier she replied that if she had she considered that nothing
would be done and that sexual harassment issues were not taken
seriously. This view was also expressed by many others interviewed
by the Panel in respect of a range of EOP issues. She had a very
clear idea about what constituted sexual harassment but, like most
of the staff interviewed, was not aware that the Council had
specific policies and procedures around this issue.
5.9.
Illhas been dismissed on charges relating to his
activities in the Equalities Unit and is currently appealing this
dismissal. The Panel recommends that if he should be reinstated
that disciplinary charges should be brought in relation to the
above serious breaches of the Council's Equal Opportunities
Policy.
5.10.
It is the Panel's view that the possession and use of
computer pornography
and
recommen•ed that
m st be treated as a disciplinary matter.
DHS should further investigate the existence of computer
pornography across the directorate. Controls should be introduced
to ensure that no unauthorised software packages are used and that
no other pornography is in existence,.particularly in computers in
the areas mentioned: Client Monitoring'Unit, Development Section,
Computer Services Section.
5.11.
The Panel recommends that charges of Gross Misconduct be
brought against MI in relation to breaches of the Council's Equal
Opportunities policy. Other witnesses were specifically
identified and these should be interviewed in relation to this
matter and recommend, where necessary, further relevant
disciplinary action. These....are
and

6.

's Attempt to
Into the Allegations Surrounding
sses save evidence with re ■ ard

sexual harassment and assault y
MI and
•
M,

.

ese wi nesses include

a I corroborated incidents which involved Mat the
time of the investigation. Their evidence was generally
consistent and most expressed deep concern at the apparent "cover
up" and "interference" attempted by •. His behaviour caused
distress and anxiety on the part of the people involved in the
investigation He also used improper procedures and dubious
methods to gain access to information and to key witnesses
including the improket use of the Internal Control Section. His
initial inaction and apparent reluctance to pursue these
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complaints properly created the circumstances whereby
evidence could be interfered with or removed as well vital
as
confusion and unnecessar delay. His attitude was inter causing
preted by
witnesses as protecting 1.1 and safeguarding his 'own
position in
respect of allegations that he himself was involved
in th
exchange of pornographic videos.
6.3.
The matter was initially raised when!. came to
see
on a confidential matter concerning MK She explained
that
s
stopping Illgoing home early. Illhad requested flexi
ble hours in
order to-look after a dependent relative. This was
considered to
be acceptable to the organisation and had been agree
d by
Personnel. Illexpressed sur rise that
had "broken ranks" to
make this complaint about Illas he apparently believed
she was
part of a social clique which included
He
remembered being very angry at Ms action an_L_"unusual
ly"
him, approached Ili directly on Ell's behalf. Illagreed read for
ily to
ill's hours as long as a query he raised about the insur
ance was
sorted out. 1.1was, surprised at his ready acquiesce
nce
thought this was the end of the matter. A further comp but
laint was
received, however, from'. a few weeks later that thi's
harassment
was continuing. These events took place in late July/
early August
1993. Illthen went on three weeks leave. - •

III III and U.

...I.,"

6.4.
U then 'phoned U at home after being told by "'that
see needed to talk to him. 1.1 was very distressed
. She said
reported
t is o
an• arra
e .ta e y.
11

6.5.
There fo o -. i s says when Illsaw both of them ever
y
day. He brought in
the Women's Advisor from the Equalities
Unit into the second or third meeting. U eventuall
y told them ,
what had happtned to her with
and she have a formal statement. :lc
was aware of these events. The DirectorwiirifO'rme
d and
apparently advised that this was a police matter, that
they should
be informed and expressed concern about her protection
.
M.
arran ed fo
to o to the hos
as she was still suffering
from
The rape had taken place
on 13 July 1993 and it was by that time 10 August 1993
. He
arraligWa-fOr her to go, to King's College4o
gpital and to be
accompany
ward with more details it took
ton more
6.6.
and
an e• further investigations. He appeare
worries. III
remembered distinctly a conversation which nearly ende
d up in an
. argument. Illwas present. I.was
very "wishy washy" and kept
saying that
was making it up. His behaviour was claimed to be
in marked contrast to other disciplinary type situa
tions where for
example he would say on an issue of housing benefit
fraud "sack
the bastard." Illadvised that there had been over
sixty cases of
disciplinary action in Housing at that time and
U had never
expressed such disbelief in allegations before.
U felt he was
finding ways to say it was all a fantasy on .'s part
. Concerns

III
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began to be expressed at this stage that
There were made particularly by =and

was "covering-up."
of Unison.

Up to this point, the key people involved were IR
6.7.
andM. The latter went on annual leave for a couple of weeks.
=said that IM and Ms judgement may have become impaired and ,
that they were "too involved" and he wanted MI on the Panel
instead as she had previous experience of counselling. Illwas tco,
remain involved as the main "support" for •. Illwas on annual
leave. III would be involved in the investigation. This was again
unusual as hejlad allegedly never been directly involved in these
's direct line
investigations before. However, as he was
manager, he could claim he had legitimate right to be on the
investigation panel. =was very concerned and insisted that
said that III then
remain on the Panel. Illagreed to this.
"messed up the investigation."
to come in early one morning to
Mlwas then asked by
6.8.
locker and desk. III was apparently convinced that
search
there would be evidence remaining in there. When the two of them
arrived, the locker and desk were locked and • did not then
pursue the search. At a later stage, a further search was
conducted by = Eland Eland nothin was found other than a
which were taken by
number of u.apaid invoices to
OIL Later MI also decided to break into the locker. By this
time, it is believed that =had entered the premises on a
Saturday and may well have removed any evidence. Illialso came in
on a Saturday prior to this. The evidence that was found was
stored inilIrs room in a rolling locked. =was aware at this
point that there were allegations that Ilikept and had exchan ed
pornographic videos. The next morning =found
in.'s office fitting shelves in the locker. She
the evidence with her at this point.
carry
to
decided
before he had left to go on annual leave, had made
6.9.
to remove his name for emergency call out
through'.
arrangements
leave. Despite these arrangements, Ill
on
was
he
while
purposes
on a Saturday morning apparently to
early
House
came to Hambrook
This incident coincided with the
situation.
deal with a call-out
in the basement of Hambrook
searches
decision to have further
searches by Housing
Subsequent
Parade.
Hall
House and 2-7 Town
no evidence.
provided
areas
these
in
place
took
Management which
room had been
one
stage,
later
a
at
visited
When these areas were
number of
large
A
stain.
a
over
moved
cleared up and a cabinet
were
premises
the
on
him
by
items of evidence allegedly stored
whose
under
and
why
never recovered. It has yet to be established
instruction this work was carried out.
6.10.
When =returned from annual leave, a form meeting was
arranged by 1.1, which included MI, MI and III. He d nied all
allegations at the formal meeting, represented by III. He was
suspended by MI and a further date arranged to question him. It
s'at this meeting =and =told =that there were concerns
He would
n
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M. At this meeting MI told III she was going to ask about the
videos. • is alleged to have replied "I don't ,think that's
relevant, no." 'nand Iliclaim they decided to question =about
the videos at .the next meeting.
At the second meeting they arranged for a pre-meeting at.
6.11.
the formal meeting at 2.00 pm. MI 'phoned at 1.30 pm
for
pm
1.30
reco nised what he described as pub
and said he was delayed.
finally arrived, he had not
noises in the background. When
prepared for the meeting and was then called out, allegeliii to see
that
the Chief Executive at 2.15 pm. Ill later allegedly told
.fabrication.
a
this meeting was
A third meetin was arranged. By this time III had
6.12.
had apparently decided she 'should not
returned from leave but
be present as part of the Panel. This meeting included
who was there to discuss concerns over
who took the minutes,
The meet,
, Eland
the invoices for work given to
to see
asked
III
never took place for the following reasons.
and • "off the record." He told them that =claimed to have
Admitted everything but alleged that it was with ill's consent. He
claimed that Illwished to "do a deal." He wished to resign but
was worried about the reference. The meeting was adjourned and •
consulted with CPD. There was no deal as the CE eventually became
involved and it was decided that • was to be disciplined in the
period of notice. It is alleged that =had actually typed the
letter of resignation for Eland had personally taken it to
if
Hetherington Road where Illwas situated. Ilkhad implied to
resigned =would be less likely to go, to the police. III
•
considered that he should not have said this.

OIL OIL •

6.13.
MlwantedMI to go to the police and it appeared to
and those supporting her that she was put under a great deal of
pressure from
to go to the police. She arranged to go with her
sister, who due to a piior arrangement, was unable to accompany
her. =then went withMto register a complaint. III later
returned to the police with a Unison representative to provide a
statement.

III and Illsaid that throughout the investiligion that
6.14.
and
there were allegations about pornographic videos by
These were made "informally." According to =, =had been told
by Ilion more than one occasion about the exchange of pornographic
as a recipient was a
videos between .1,=, MI and M.
given.
information
the
in
consistent feature

OIL

III

6.15.
111, Min andMgave evidence about the inappropriate
during the
approaches to and harassment ofM and M
investiiiirn. =was trying toitve =every morning and was
ringing
had not given him her home
at home frequently.
Phone number nor had been ever previously honed at home. Mwas
very distressed at this and complained toll'. He kept asking her
qdAstions about the, investigation and how=was. He persistently
had asked Elwhat
rang .her in late Augu.st'and early Seiiiiber.
and - had asked about
questions had been asked and whether

III
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by Unison that Illiwished to
videos. Eland -were later advised A
meeting was arranged but she
make a statement about the videos.
n invited to lunch by
refused to give the names. =had beey
pub. Illhad taken her
and =earlier' than day in the Trinit
get a few beers and
os",
vide
aside and said that "all men watch
interview had been like
watch some porno." He asked 111what her
t day). =said that "I
(she had met withillandlilearlier tha
"I can trust you, can't I
don't fucking believe this." He said
at the arranged meeting at
****." She was very upset at this andes. =was very clear that
5.00 pm she refused to give the nam
names of those involved
had put kessurebn her not to tell the other incidents where =had
e
with pornographic videos. There weroff
ice. By this time Inland..
his
to
y
called Eland Illseparatel
and had decided to talk to
were very worried about this behaviour owing the meeting with
the Director about the allegations. Foll
leave they made a statement
the Director on his return from annual ation into these matters.
to him and recommended further investig
alleged involvement in
were aware of
and
Both
6.16.
ied about the
the exchange of videos and they were worr
ted these allegations.
purs
they
consequences on their actions if
ally disciplined on
The Panel recommends that. be form knowingly subvert
6.17.
ng to
charges of Gross Misconduct for attempti
int against M. That in
pla
com
's
the formal investigation into
one of the key witnesses.
so doing he harassed the complainant and
Investigation
Assault on Housing Elgoloyee/Conduct of
7.
one
by
Of the two women assaulted and harassedrais
7.1.
ed the
who
remained in the Council's employ. It is she 1993.
st
Augu
original complaint against Min mid
inertia and
The Panel was struck with the ineptitude,
7.2.
h subsequent action was
even, possibly, obstructive way in whicdirection of II until his
taken by ;),ersonnel under the personalation itself, the treatment
suspension in respect of the investig
in respect of the
of the victim and other related matters
Housing.
effective handling of this complaint by
l, the victim of
After reporting the assault to Personne
7.3.
office as her
same
the
in
this assault had to continue to working
e. He, was
leav
on
went
assailant for two further days before he
suspended some time later.
to have been
The Council's Assaults Procedure seemsunder it arranged
7.4.
r
office
completely ignored. Whilst a personnel
al record appears to have
form
no
,
ital
hosp
to
' for the victim to go
including the required
been made of this in the organisation was
placed on the employee
accident form. Considerable pressurection of'. to report her
by personnel officers under the dire
went to the police with!.
assault to the police. She eventuallyno legal support or
a perSonnel officer, and was offereds does not even seem to have
thi
assistance in so doing. Indeed,geme
nt. Nor, subsequently, was
Mana
ing
Hous
by
been considered
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legal assistance offered to her,
her behalf and from the Equalitiedespite requests from Unison on
intervention from the Panel itselfs Unit. It was only after
to the Director that anything
appeared to be set in motion and
DLS
agreed to pay an initial
consultation with a lawyer.
7.5.
As this report is being
Director of Legal Service on beh written in mid-December, the
to provide her with legal assistalf of the Council has now agreed
ance. It appears that the CPS may
now have decided not to pursue the
case and that she will be
forced to take out a private pro
secution if she wishes to procee
It is the Panel's view that her
d.
been undermined by the Council'sattempts to pursue a CPS case have
minimal legal support, and to hav failure to provide her with even
the police with items or evidencee withheld or failed to supply
which would have been relevant
to her case.
7.6.
All the action and inaction above
in respect of this
case is outside the Council's Ass
aul
ts
Pro
ced
ure, it also has had
the effect of undermining any act
ion
bei
ng
tak
en against her
assailant, and to increase her own
iso
lat
ion
wit
hin the work
environment.
7.7.
When the Panel was established,
it arranged to interview
the woman and was advised in wri
tin
g
by
the
Director that she had
apparently been threatened over
the
pre
ced
ing
weekend in
connection with providing eviden
ce
to
the
Pan
el.
Housing
Management took no steps to ensure
her
saf
ety
or
to
report this to
the police.
7.0.
In the circumstances of
is clear that the employee should such a traumatic occurrence, it
and would need to be given ver
considerable support by the org
anisation. The support given to y
her seemed to consist of Personnel
permitting her time away from
her job for counselling arranged
by
the Trade Union and "informal
counselling and support via the
Equalities Unit and a colleague "
in
her work division. This support
focused'or monitored by managemendoes not seem to have been
proper professional counselling t in Housing in any way and no
app
her. Because she was in an emotio ears to have been arranged for
the allegations, disciplinary and nally vulnerable state following
requested that she be allowed acc threats she had received she
that she might be able to use fro ess to a separate small office
m time to time when she was'
upset.
7.9.
This was arranged for her adjace
nt to the office in
which she worked. During the cou
rse
of
the
investigation, use
the office was taken back withou
t any consultation with her or of
attempt to accommodate her requir
ements in any other way. She was
informed by letter that this wou
ld occur.
7.10.
Despite the attempt to maintain
confidentiality in
respect of the enquiry, it was cle
ar
tha
t
the
re was considerable
speculation about it in Housing,
fue
lle
d
by
a
number of "leaked"
Press Reports in the South London
Press and nationally.
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This had the effect of increasing the pressures on this
7.11.
woman during her working hours. Surprisingly perhaps, in the
circumstances, she had persisted in attending work throughout the
period. She does not appear to have been offered special leave at
any stage.
7.12.
Nevertheless, it was clear to the Panel, who interviewed
her on a number of occasions, that direct and indirect pressures
in her work area were increasing, and that she was finding these
increasingly stressful. She was also upset and anxious that no
clear response was forthcoming in respect of legal support for her
by the Council, in spite of numerous direct requests and requests
via the Equalities. Unit.
7.13.
On 26 October the Equalities Unit wrote to the Director
requesting an urgent temporary transfer from Housing and this was
subsequently verbally agreed bylMwho was then acting as head of
the Division. Despite this, she continued having to work in the
section until she went sick with stress in late November. In the
interim, she and the Equalities Unit had written and verbally
"chased" on a number of occasions, management's agreement to the
move.
7.14.
The Equalities Unit on 26 October 1993 raised a number
of issues, including those cited above and issues to do with
withdrawal of her honoraria, failure to reimburse her expenses
etc. This memo does not appear to have had any reply or
resolution from the Director or management,at any other level.
7.15.
Whilst the Panel would not disagree with the action
taken by management in respect of withdrawing honoraria or any
office reorganisation, it is astonishing, in these circumstances,
that this action would have been initiated and proceeded without
due consultation and in a way which would almost inevitably
increase the individual's anxieties and create a sense that
management was perhaps moving against her.
7.16.
Whilst the Panel was finally informed by the Director on
3 December, that a specific temporary arrangement had been made
for her to commence work in another directorate forthwith, she
herself had not been informed of this by the date that the
placement was due to take plage although allegedly a letter had
been sent to her the week earlier. It is considered significant
that, at this stage a temporary replacement was already apparently
employed and in situ to cover her duties.
7,17.
The Panel considers tha all the above should be viewed
n the context of the fact that

7.18. ' Housing management's handling of subsequent matters,
including disciplinary and victim support and management action,
needed to dissociate itself from the incidents, and be seen to
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make clear its disapproval of what took place. This did not
occur.
The totality of the above, apart from being outside
7.19.
Council procedures and good employment practice, will actually
have had a further effect of undermining staff confidence. The
confidence of Housing employees, especially women, in how they
would be treated in similar circumstances, is likely to be shaken
and management's actions would convey very negative messages as to
whether these were seen as serious matters or worthy of serious
manageffient dis'approval.
This unfortunately, feeds both the perception that
7.20.
sexual harassment.is not taken seriously and that sexism is a norm
for the way employees and their complaints may be dealt with.
Throughout the period in question there has been a
7.21.
maximum ambiguity about who was managerially responsible for
taking action. What is clear is that from the point of the
complaint being made until his suspension, =was responsible for
and directly involved in, the investigation and its subsequent
handling.
The Panel considers that for a manager at the level of
7.22.
Senior Assistant Director to have failed to ensure that any aspect
of the Council's Assaults Procedure be properly carried out in
such a serious case would call into doubt their competence and
potentially bring the Council into disrepute. If these actions
were, in fact, motivated by a desire t'c thwart proper action being
taken because of his own personal involvement in related
allegations, then this would be a far more serious matter and an
abuse of his position and authority that would constitute gross
misconduct.'
In light of other evidence relating to his interference
7.23.
in the investigation processes and in view of further
recommendations made by the Panel in respect of this and the
exchange of pornographic video material, the Panel considers that
the latter view must be taken and recommends that charges be
brought accordingly.
The Panel expresses its concern at the general inertia
7.24.
and failure of senior management to respond to formal
communications in such matters. In particular, neither 1.1 nor the
Director appears to have responded to a very large number of
written communications on the above. It must be held to be a
minimum good practice that such memoranda and requests are, at the
least, acknowledged and clear advice given as to who will be
to
dealing with the matter if the recipient has chosen to delegate
l
genera
and
ses
another officer. Senior management's respon
practice in this regard should be reviewed.
pects to
7.25.
There are further, somewhat
to have
appear
the Inept and incompetent way that these issues
been investigated.
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7.26.
A number of specific items of evidence in relation to
's assaults were taken by MI and MI in Personnel with the
intention that t e
iven to the police.
t
es, MEM
ese ' cluded a
and a
and a
I/
7.27.
Some of these items were then placed for safekeeping in
Ms office in a locked cabinet where it was believed that olio
one key existed.' A senior personnel officer then discovered
- a removals contractor closely linked to III in that
cupboard fitting shelves. He apparently had access to all lockers
and cupboards in the building. The officer then took to carrying
these items around with her until they were eventually given to
the police.
7.28.
The victim of the assault was never clear where theSe
items were or when or whether they had been given to the police.
7.29.
Over the weeks, this woman was contacted on several
occasions by the police who advised her that she did not,
apparently, have a very strong case. Again, the employee was
dealing direct with the police without legal representation or
other support from Housing management.
7.30.
On 22 October, the Panel wrote to the DHS requesting
confirmation of where these items were. His reply attached
(Appendix B) confirms that items were passed to the police on, 26
August, 21 and on 22 September, or were'in unknown locations. It
is clear that there was no coordination on these matters and no
one person was responsible for ensuring that these items were
safely maintained or delivered to the police.
Section III: Equality Issues
8.

Race and Women's Equality

8.1.
Many witnesses, both black and white, to the substantive
allegation came forward with allegations of racism and associated
bad practices of differential treatment on the grounds of race.
There were allegations of misuse and abuse of line management
authority and power in relation to race .and gender issues. . There
were also allegations that Housing Management acted in
contravention of the Council's EOP and EOP related procedure.
8.2.
The Panel felt it was necessary to assess these in order
to ascertain whether or not the gender related nature of the
substantive allegation was also part of a wider failing in the
development and implementation of the Council's Equal
Opportunities Policy.
8.3. '
Of the witnesses interviewed twenty-six were women,
twenty-nine were men of -which nine were black men and eight black
women (nb the term black:is used in line with Council policy.)
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9.

Racism

There were consistent allegations centring around the
9.1.
abuse of power and authority by management, and in particular
senior management, with regard to black employees. The majority
of black witnesses and white witnesses to this confirmed that, in
their opinion, it was =who was at the source of the misuse of
the power.
The,Panel have established from the evidence given by
9.2.
the majority of witnesses (which includes existing and former•
employees) that there was an informal network of mainly white
employees, including MI, which had operated for some time. The
majority of them had been employed by Lambeth for many years.
This included members of senior management and a range of other
staff throughout Housing and to a lesser extent, other
Directorates. This institutionalised informal network operated
through social, as well as working, relationships and was linked
to a system of patronage and favours, the source of which appeared
to lead back ton. This network was mainly white and male,
although there were allegations too, and some women, most of whom
were on lower grades, benefited. All enquiries about the centre
of this network appear to lead toM. There was evidence that the
people who were part of this network benefited disproportionately
through such employment-related procedures such as honoraria/
acting-up/slotting-in/job evaluation, etc. This is also dealt
with elsewhere in the report.
9.3. .
This was a situation where structurally and
organisationally, these practices contributed to a widespread
perception that this was a further "empowering" of white senior
management against the Equal Opportunities Policy.
9.4.
A number of mechanisms were cited as being used by
Housing Management and= in particular to undermine and victimise
black employees. Evidence was also given of • having provided a
verbal reference, outside of the Council's procedures, which
appeared to have had the effect of losing a black employee a job
that had already been offered. A number of black witnesses, both
current and former employees, described themselves as having been
marginalised, side-lined 'chased out' or forced to leave Housing.
Again, this was largely attributed toll'. Some black employees
who remain described themselves as having been "de-skilled" or
"destroyed." Black employees who were in Personnel experienced
undermining and differential treatment at the hands of NM Many
black employees in Personnel have been forced to leave.
9.5.
Another consistent factor was one of fear amongst black
witnesses regarding M. Many expressed 'very strong emotion
regarding the differential treatment and victimisation they
considered they had received. Fears were expressed about whether
it was 'safe' to speak openly or give information to the
investigation. The- theme of fear is revisited elsewhere in the
report.
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Allegations were made that black employees were subject
9.6.
to investigatory or disciplinary procedures and were treated far
more harshly and with more excessive scrutiny particularly in
regard to the monitoring of their work compared with white
employees in similar circumstances. For example, some blackin the
employees were subjected to a barrage of complaints from
form of memoranda and other senior managers were encouraged to
actively find fault with their work. Other sections in the
Council were also used to assist in these kinds of processes, for
example - Internal Audit. This area of concern is addressed
elsewhere in this report.
The Director of Housing Services, has advised the Panel
9.7.
that there have been numerous allegations of racism against him
and his senior management, over the years, and that none has been
substantiated. It was suggested that these allegations stemmed and
from the disparities between a largely white senior management
the larger representation of black employees at lower levels.
The Panel consider that these previous investigations
9.8.
may not have been conducted in an impartial manner. The earliest
of these complaints dates back to 1980 and there has been a number
since. The consistent claim of racism within the Housing
Directorate over a period of time must be a concern for the
Council. The fact these views were confirmed by the great
majority of black witnesses seen by the Panel is also of concern.
No complaints of racism have ever been formalised against despite the depth of concern expressed by,witnesses to the Panel
that he was responsible for many of the incidents which were
considered to have had worst consequences for black staff. This
may be significant in the context of separately identified
concerns of fear, and victimisation.
A former Head of Personnel had raised issues with,
9.9.
amongst others, the Director of Housing and the previous Chief
Executive, of differential practices on the grounds of race, bad
management, and lack of response to complaints of racism by senior
management in 1990. There is no evidence that any positive action
was ever taken to address.these. Evidence was presented to the
Panel that another Senior Personnel Officer, tried to raise
concerns over a breach of the Recruitment and Selection procedure,
and had been told by Minot to "upset his managers." Pressured
had subsequently been applied to her manager by IMto remove this
to
officer from the Council. He had also been encouraged by
discipline this officer on what he considered to be petty issues.
These actions were all alleged to have been part of an
orchestrated victimisation of this officer.
9.10.
There was also evidence of a staiving of resources
including staff and office equipment to Personnel, when this same
black manager was in charge, which he considered a deliberate
attempt to impede the department's work and discredit him. For
example, a photocopiei was provided toll's secretary when there
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was a greater need in the Personnel Section. Secretariat Support
was then taken away from him by U.
9.11.
There were allegations that unauthorised and
inadequately justified honoraria payments were made to officers
and this is detailed elsewhere. On many occasions Personnel staff
were asked to authorise payments which they considered to be
outside the procedures. In one example, =insisted that an
officer be given an upgrading to a job which should have been
generic in the Personnel Section. The Panel's examination of
staff files confirms this. These abuses appeared to be almost
entirely to the benefit of white staff.
9.12.
There were also complaints of racist treatment of staff
in the Computer Services Implementation Team (CSIT), another
'Special Project', which were not dealt with by senior management.
Decisions were taken by the managers of this project in
consultation with white managers and consistently excluding the
one black manager. It was alleged that the black employees in
CSIT did not receive equal treatment in respect of training,
overtime or being given work that would develop them. This
complaint was made direct to Director by two different officers on
the team. These the issues of racism did not appear to have been
adequately addressed. It was considered by one witness that any
investigation would have highlighted serious faults within the
management of the team which in turn would have discredited this
high profile project and that this may have been the reason.
9.13.
After the deletion the post ofHead of Personnel and
the redundancy of the black postholder, the post of Head of Human
Resources was established almost exactly six months later at the
same grade, with very similar responsibilities.
9.14.
The Panel heard evidence that the Sickness Project (and,
indeed, other special projects, as indicated elsewhere) had been
set up for the benefit of white employees, mainly men and people
who were close toll'. Indeed, this project's staffing was
entirely white at the outset. Several personnel witnesses
considered that the separation of Personnel functions in this way
had de-skilled and demoralised the remaining personnel staff,
nearly all of whom were black.
9.15.
The Panel considers that the separation of Personriel
functions in this way does not appear to be a sound longer-term
structure and that no black employees have benefited from it.
Indeed, most black personnel staff would appear to have
disbenefited.
9.16.
The Panel heard evidence that when three posts of
divisional personnel officer were deleted and two new posts
created, a ring fence interview was agreed amongst these three
black employees. However, 111, a white Training employee, whose
part-time post was not deleted was (manipulated) to be included in
the ring fence. It was the view of witnesses that the whole
process was set up to ensure that this employee was given the job.
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No person specification appears to have been produced for the
post. The job description, and the interview centred around the
issue of customer care, a process which was perceived to
particularly assist this officer, given his previous experience.
Having seen the memoranda around this issue from the DRS to the
then-CE, the Panel is of the view that this inclusion was at best
questionable, and despite having sought and received support from
for his inclusion, this seems unjustified and outside the
Council's Procedures. It specifically resulted in a black full
time employee being made redundant and a white, part time employeebeing slotted into a full-time post on full-time hours.
9:17.
It was alleged that when". wanted to do something
outside of procedure he would always approach
and would
often get the result that was wanted. This related to issues
around ME's, honoraria, and, in this case, the application of the
workforce Reductions procedure.
9:18.
There had been a number of major complaints of racism
in the Directorate which had been investigated and the Director
cited a number of initiatives and training that had been
undertaken at the most senior levels in Housing on EOP matters
over the year.
9.19.
There was a considerable level of concern about the
creation of special Project Teams. It was perceived that these
were mechanisms for favoured staff to be allowed to act in a
temporary post and then be groomed for the post when it became
permanent. These were almost always white staff.
9.20.
Witnesses alleged that a "smattering" of black people
were allowed to get on as long as they would be "quiet" and
"didn't rock the boat. Other black staff described themselves as
'token' appointments whose position was always precarious and
depended on their not "making waves."
9.21. It was alleged that restructurings and regradings resulted
in black people being absorbed downwards and the white employees
being absorbed upwards. The Panel considered that there was
evidence to support these concerns.
9.22.
Office Management and the post of Office Manager were
perceived to be an area in' which =took considerable interest and
involvement. Over the years, there were two office managers who
were black. Both were allegedly given a very hard time by Eland
in the case of M, were forced to leave. Both were almost
universally praised as effective and conscientious OM's. Illby
contrast, was almost universally seen to be lazy and ineffective,
in addition to the issues he was dismissed for, yet he was
perceived to be in favour with M. IIIwas white.
9.23.
In the case ofEl, when he applied for the post
Office Manager there was no job description and he had to of
go back
to get the application form in person. After his interview he was
told.he was appointable, however, the other candidate,Mwas
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appointed to the post but would become the Health and Safety
Officer for the Directorate. In the meantime= would be offered
the post of the now temporary officer manager.' His perception was
that 'was a friend of Eland was protected by M. He was told
that the application form was only to be given out on M's
instruction.
The Panel also heard evidence concerning a black porter
9.24.
who it appeared made complaints about the terms of his transfer to,
the guarantee of contractual overtime.
.
the directorate without
There was evidenCe that the case could have been resolved quite
easily some time ago but management had taken a particularly hard
line with the employee.
It was the employee's view that IN did not like him
9.25.
because he asked too many questions. He had pursued his complaint
through all avenues. He was dismissed for not signing his current
job description. He is currently pursuing an appeal. He stated
that Mhad told him that = hated him. He knew that =as one of
'Mrs friends. The Panel considered that the issues around his
grievance were not effectively dealt with by management and that
the issue he was dismissed for need not have proceeded to such a
level.
The Panel consider that the Council's procedures on
9.26.
honoraria, assimilation, acting up, slotting-in were abused by=
and this abuse specifically resulted in black employees being
discriminated against. This issue is discussed in more detail
further.on this report. The Panel consider that some employees,
mainly white, did benefit through ill's patronage and that black
employees generally subjected to differential treatment and
victimisation. It is also the Panel's view that the Director's
dismissive view of the existence of serious issues of racism in
the Directorate, especially within the context of Lambeth's own
practice of ensuring that senior management's open commitment to
race quality is the one of the basic guarantors of achieving that,
may have contributed significantly to the state of affairs.
9.27.
The Panel is concerned about the lack of clarity about
the role and lack of meaningful management support to the
Equalities Unit in Housing. It is clear that there is a need for
a high quality and high level equality input into the
deliberations and decision making of the Directorate.
Consideration must be given to assessing how best that level of
race equality advice can be given and how to ensure that
equalities issues are acted on by all levels of managements.
10.

Women's Equalities

10.1.
The Panel has elsewhere described an atmosphere of
overwhelming fear in the Directorate of Housing which facilitated
racist and sexist practices both institutional and overt. There
was unchallenged behaviour that would have been generally
unacceptable partiCularly in other Directorates in the Council.
Taken together these contributed significantly to the overt sexual
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harassment and the eventual sexual assault which took place. The
Panel heard evidence of a number of instances of sexual harassment
cases in the Directorate which management had failed to deal with
appropriately. The view that complaints of sexual harassment were
not dealt with or ignored was one expressed by many women to the
Panel.
Many witnesses, (black and white, male and female) to
10.2.
the substantive allegations, came forward with allegations of
sexism and sexual harassment. Perceptions around these issues
and the nature'of the issues themselves varies within the
directorate.
A number of women inill's division were considered part
10.3.
of the informal institutionalised network of favoured employees.
This network is referred to in greater detail elsewhere in the
report. These women were, in the main, white, long serving, and
had remained in the same post or area of work for many years.
They were generally in lower graded posts and positions which
would probably not be considered a "threat" organisationally.
These women were also perceived to enjoy throughout their
employment with the Directorate, protection, in some form or
another, from MI.

=,Ili

They all shared
These women included
10.4.
similar characteristic of being long serving staff in
administrative and secretarial posts in •'s division.
10.5..
Women in this circle had worlwd closely with =for
years and described him as "friendly" 'and "jokey." They agreed
that he often made "blue" and "rude" comments and jokes. Few
considered ,his comments and jokes objectionable although they
considered that 'some women might.' These women said that they
could "handle" Illand would be or were able to tackle him if he
"went too far." They claimed they had never felt offended by his
banter or approaches.
10.6.
None of these women appeared to have any awareness of
the Council's policy on sexual harassment, although they could
describe what sexual harassment was in general terms. If they had
been offended they said they would go to someone who would give
them advice but were not clear who this would be. They did not
think that clear standards of behaviour were defined.
10.7.
These women generally expressed surprise at the
allegations of distribution and exchange of pornographic videos
and claimed not to have any information at all about these
allegations.
10.8.
They were very much part of the social gatherings pubs/Derby day/Goodwood/barbecues at Ills house etc. The Panel
was informed that some of these women cooked for IN and bought his
in
lunches and collected.his dry cleaning regularly.
particular appeared to have personal authority beyond her position
in that she controlled keys to locked rooms in the basement which
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held ex-employees files. Personnel had to go to 11.1 for access to
these. She also had detailed knowledge of the contents of Ilts
cabinets and, indeed, the, Panel was only able to gain access to
ms's personal file, which was in his own office vial.. This
position of power and control had, apparently, been given to her
by M.
Whilst these women generally expressed surprise at the
10.9.
fter she thought
•.- .
allegations related
abo
ou
She told him to "Fuck off." She felt she could handle him
an• would give him a "jokey mouthy response." She claimed that he
had approached other women who had given him a similar response.
Other women had come forward after the incident with similar
complaints such as being afraid of going into the lift with him.
The Panel had also heard thatilEhad inappropriately touched
another woman who was now retired.
On balance, within Mrs division, amongst those women
10.10.
who formed his and E's social circle, there was a limited and
inadequate awareness of the Council's policies in respect of
sexual harassment to the extent that some of these women ended by
colluding in that behaviour. Some of them perceived that this was
so after the allegations surfaced.
It is also the case that their own perceptions of their
10.11.
role and appropriate relationships would have been affected by the
close social networks that had developed.Joetween them and =and
some of them had acquired and
MIL the semi-domestic support roles
e, honoraria, upgradings
overtim
the perceived, 'rewards', such as
the status quo gave
and
1.1
and authority, that their support of
them.
There were, however, a number of issues of sexism and
10.12.
harassment that other women witnesses reported to the Panel
involving complaints of sexism and sexual harassment against •
managers where management, particularly senior management, had not
acted on them. When there were investigations into these
complaints, no serious or effective action was taken.
The Equalities Unit's role had itself become compromised
10.13.
in one case by being actively undermined by one of the Unit's
support for a manager alleged by five women staff to have harassed
them.
10.14.
This complaint brought to the attention of management
was submitted by five black women working at Roupell Neighbourhood
'against the Neighbourhood Housing Manager. All the women
involved claimed that 'they had been subjecilito sexual
discrimination and/or harassment by the Manager.
10.15.
One witness. had had her personal circumstances as a
to further the harassment. She had been housed by
abused
tenant
Lambeth and had requested a transfer to Croydon. This had been
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in his capacity of Housing Manager. This same
stopped by
followed home by the said manager who then on
been
witness ha
another occasion, when she was not at home, used the information
to visit and wait for heir at home. Her sister had testified to
this incident. Illhad also borrowed money from a white woman
employee, who in turn received more favourable treatment from him.
Other complaints centred around specific allegations of sexual
harassment and differential treatment. The other allegations were
centred around his management.
10.16. . The complaint was brought to the attention of the
Equalities Unit who later raised the matter with the Assistant
Ditector,111. 'Was not suspended and proceeded to liaise with
the Development Officer in the Equalities Unit,(This officer
is alleged, separately in this report to have ha lipornographic
materials on his computer) to severely undermine the
confidentiality of the investigation and the Equalities Unit
itself. This officer went as far as writing a memorandum in.'s
name to complain about the Equalities Unit. =was also alleged
to have searched colleagues' desks to gain information and had
intimidated and harassed the Women's Equality Advisor. =was
disciplined and dismissed and is currently pursuing an appeal.
The Investigation Panel established by senior management
10.17.
found the allegations of sexual harassment unfounded but that'll's
conduct in respect of taking a loan from his subordinates was
unacceptable. They recommended transfer of the manager. However,
this'was never implemented.
All the women involved in bringing about the complaint
10.18.
have now moved from the Roupell Neighbourhood Office, bar one.
This employee has recently allegedly complained that she is again
being harasded for sexual favours in return for a transfer as she
is experiencing domestic violence. This woman is apparently very
fearful of pursuing a formal complaint and wants to transfer only
on the grounds that she is a victim of violence at home. The
Panel recommends that the previous issues and this complaint be
urgently investigated - and that, in view of the.AD's involvement in
the investigation of the previous.allegations that the Panel
report to the Director himself.
10;19.
Another witness,, a black woman, gave evidence on the
lack'of. support she received as an Assistant Manager of a large
hostel for four hundred single men. She recounted how she had
been transferred without consultation when the home had been shut.
She had also been temporarily appointed as Co-ordinator of a Black
Women's Conference in Housing which appeared to have very little
managerial input or monitoring and was despite more than a year's
full-time secondment, was an event where little was implemented.
10.20.
More.
that a
across a v

I was exceedingly concerned
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which several male staff took part or collude
ed, reported this to her manager and

oil

Panel's
Whilst some disciplinary action was taken, the
10.21.
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view is that charges were selectively broughtars
to have been
all those involved; no management action appe
d from the incident
taken to address what could clearly be perceive
ation in which this
itself to be a managerially uncontrolled situ
worth adding that
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badly managed situation.
seemed
The Panel's judgement in the disciplinary also
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flawed and inadequate given the circumstances.
stant manager
There are also allegations that female assially
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management in this
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out appropriate
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ent
prev
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management action to oppose, control
lliwas clear that
The Head of Training and Development,
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was
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e
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There is a perception that the Acting Head has been suspended on
what appear to be dubious grounds as a result of victimisation.
10.36.
There is considerable evidence that staff in this
recently fotmed Unit have had inadequate guidance and training and
induction in respect of Lambeth's policies and procedures on EOP
and this, combined with their isolation and apparent
marginalisation, has resulted in examples of unilateral changes inY
Council Equalities policies. This can be clearly exploited to
pursue a 'divide and rule' strategy amongst black staff. Indeed,
one black Afro• Caribbean witness expressed the view that Housing
had become "Asian" in the last year. There were similar issues
raised over publicity for a Black Women's Conference.
10.37.
The Unit's role in employment matters is another example
where senior management has allowed the independence of the Unit
to be largely eliminated through its change to a role particularly
in employment matters, and in particular in respect of
disciplinaries and consultation on policy matters and committee
reports which does not appear to conform to Council policy.
10.38.
The Unit should also review its counselling/"hand
holding" role; there are intra and extra organisational resources
better equipped to do that. To better address the specific issues
of racism and sexism identified. This must include stronger and
distinct race and women's equality emphasis and focus coupled with
the development of fail-safe systems which can overcome
institutional blockages to change.
10.39.
The Panel were provided witfi'details of the
Directorate's Equality Action Plans. These documents are fine
looking and well presented. There is however an absence of
detail on hOw or whether implementation, organisational change,
and evaluation will be carried out. The Panel considers that
there is little evidence of these plans being regarded as anything
other than paper exercises.
10.40.
The Panel recommends that the structure, role and
accountability levels of the Unit be rethought radically with the
prime aim of increasing its ability, and therefore the
Directorate's to spearhead and achieve critical change on equality
issues.
Section IV: Other Issues
11.

Effects of Restructurings

11.1.
The panel was informed that Housing directorate had
undergone a very considerable number of restructurings, both major
and minor, some of which overlapped and took place alongside the
establishment bf various 'Special Projects'. Staff were doubtful
about the need for and effectiveness of so many reorganisations
some of which were undertaken at short notice and not always fully
consulted on. Because' of the number and frequency of
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restructuring, it was demonstrated to the panel that the roles of
individuals were not always clear and important areas e.g.
Personnel/Human Resource functions because of the split of duties
were often not effective for the purpose of providing a complete
service to the Directorate.
The effects of restructuring Personnel into three
11.2.
separate entities was considered to have an adverse effect on coordinating and policing of employment policies, practices and
procedures. This structure also affected Personnel and its
responsibilities in relation to a range of procedures and
policies, and, in particular the Equal Opportunities Policy.
There would be no opportunity for a coherent Human Resource
strategy on the handling of employment matters and EOP eg
monitoring of EOP and disciplinary matters/frequent sickness/
recruitment and selection.
The Divisional teams were split into two distinct areas
11.3.
of Personnel work, one being operational matters which dealt
mainly with everyday administrative matters and the other was the
projects which dealt with the disciplinary and frequent sickness
handling. The latter as detailed elsewhere, was initially
entirely composed of white officers. It was also recognised that
being in this group would be likely to benefit staff in the longer
term as experience is more likely to enhance their career
prospects. The operational team was mainly concerned with
administrative process; the long term effect was perceived by
staff themselves to de-skill these employees who were mainly black
females.
This also had the effect of fragmenting communication
11.4.
with managers in the directorates as well as between the two
groups. This, in the panel's view would ultimately be generally
detrimental to the support service given to the Directorate.
Because of the approach of establishing a 'special
11.5.
project' to specifically focus on disciplinaries/sickness absence,
the process in the view of witnesses this became an end in itself
e.g. disciplinary action which in some cases could be classified
as 'doubtful' or 'staged' to discredit the individual, undermine
their confidence and get them out of Housing. The panel was
alarmed at instances of abuse of the systems and the use of
disciplinary processes simply to 'punish' individuals. These
processes were structurally separated from other personnel
functions-which might assist managers to achieve an improvement in
performance.
11.6.
The role of Personnel was also diminished in its overall
monitoring and overseeing responsibilities and this is seen in the
over-active use of acting and honorarium arrangement. The Panel
were provided.with evidence that issues and concern around
procedures were raised by Personnel staff. They were generally
over-ridden by
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Some staff indicated they had taken positive decisions
11.7.
to apply to the Authority because of its profile as an Equal
Opportunity Employer within Local Government at national level
only to discover that these policies did not result in a fair
approach within the Housing Department. 'Special Projects' were
seen as a particular example where the creation of temporary
engagement to a new non-established or temporary function was
often then formally confirmed in the reorganisation, thus
preventing general opportunity of equality as generally the person
given the opportunity to develop additional skills was almost
always white and male. The frequency of reorganisations and the
implications arising from them did not generally include adequate
staff consultation or enable the individuals, to become fully
acquainted with their new role prior to yet another reorganisation
taking place.
The effect of near-constant reorganisation was to
11.8.
centralise the power in Housing Department and large
reorganisations over the last couple of years appeared to single
out individuals and promote them up the ladder without interviews.
The effect of reductions appeared to have generally reduced the
number and promotion of black women.
One example was cited of lack of staff consultation and
11.9.
refusal to meet with staff which resulted in the breakdown of
Industrial Relations with staff withdrawing their labour and
holding a meeting outside the office premises when the Director
and the Senior Assistant were on their return from lunch.
*.
Some witnesses considered that frequent reorganisations
11.10.
did little to assist the security of systems, in particular,
control of Housing Benefits and allegations of fraud happening in
Housing due'to lack of security on the systems was quoted as it
was possible for individuals who knew the system to take advantage
of structured shortcomings in the system. The allegation was made
that reports going back to 1984 demonstrated that there were
fundamental fears about systems control and that security was not
paramount and that people could be dishonest and get away with. it.
It was not clear that this was ever effectively addressed by
management.
11.11.
Because of the restructuring frequency, these structures
appeared not to be fully thought out or justified as demonstrated
in the post of Office Manager/Health and Safety Officer. The
duties and.responsibilities of these posts overlapped with no
clear direction or duties and responsibilities of powers/security.
Following financial difficulties arising from S5/S114 issues there
was a real high profile need for secure contractual arrangements.
It is clear that observation of Standing Orders and Contractual
Arrangements were lax in the extreme and'relationships between
officers and contractors operated outside of sound practice.
Despite this, the Panel was advised that no regular management
progress meetings took place between middle and senior managers
and it appeared that Operational problems were neither discussed
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S
or resolved or support given when necessary to back up action
later.
arising from reorganisation the failure by SAD to
11.12.
identify clear lines of responsibility, undermined the Office
Manager role in the security function and an incident of overtime
working on a Saturday illustrated this. On this occasion, the
Office Services Manager with the primary role of responsibility
for security discovered staff from Support Services doing overtime
in Hambrook House outside of written procedures for building
security. Hd himself was told by one of these staff that he was
not allowed entry.
11.13.
Reorganisations were viewed by the non-favoured
employees as providing the opportunity for the SAD to reward "his
people" and provide structures to accommodate these as evidenced
by the number of ex DMS staff transferred to Housing initially
without clear jobs. This was widely perceived to be bending the
rules to the advantage of associates of

•.

11.14.
The structure that deleted the post of Head of Personnel
resulted in the recreation of an almost identical post exactly six
months later. Similarly the post of an individual employed
resulted from the reorganisation assimilated into a full-time post
in preference to other employees with genuine claims to
assimilation/ring-fenced interviews. These are detailed elsewhere
in the report.
11.15.
The Panel recommends that. the Director ensures that
futux'e reorganisations are managerially justified and properly
implemented with an awareness of the need for Equality dimensions
to be included and steps specifically taken to ensure that any
favouring of white male employees in these processes does not
continue.
12.

Slotting-in

12.1.
During the investigation considerable evidence was
presented concerning the practice of creating temporary posts,
engaging individuals to occupy in a temporary position and then
eventually the person would become the permanent postholder. A
number of examples of 'Special Project' posts, including CSIT,
Frequent Sickness/Absence, 'Promises'. initiatives etc were
perceived to benefit individuals favoured by' predominantly
white employees. Other examples of slotting-in which simply
seemed to contribute to the general confusion included the
returning to work of an individual who had suffered lengthy
illness into a non established post in what appears to be on a
permanent basis. Another example presented to the Panel was the
new post of Promises Officer which enabled one officer to act in
the post prior to formal advertising without providing the career
opportunity to gain practical experience to other officers who
might possess the knowledge and skills to undertake the task.
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Due to circumstances not fully advised to the Panel,
12.2.
similar temporary arrangements have occurred in the Equalities
Unit where some employees have been in an 'acting', capacity with
responsibilities and reporting roles for an unacceptable period of
time. Similarly, the Head of Housing Benefits had been
assimilated from an acting position when the previous postholder
left the job in what were alleged to be circumstances that the
Manager was not adequately supported.
Recently following a vacancy arising in the Personnel
12.3.
Specia.4. Projects Group, suitable employees have not apparently
been given the opportunity to act up and cover the duties of the
post but one person has been allowed to assume 'leadership'. It
appeared to the Panel that some individuals gained considerable
practical experience and advantage for almost eighteen months to
almost two years prior to permanent appointment. When personnel
staff attempted to promote good practice and offer professional
advice in line with Council policies, they were frequently
undermined by senior managers. Job swaps were also perceived to
be used by the senior management, when convenient, to advance
favoured individuals' career opportunities.
When the transfer of staff from management services to
12.4.
Housing took place the Panel was informed that few if any job
descriptions were in existence. The individuals moving to Housing
were already viewed as being 1111 gang.' Some officers prior to
the transfer had undertaken specific tasks for Housing Department
on projects like Homelessness etc. and the introduction of CCT.
Because the timing of transfer and the duties of the new duties
required assistance, transferred officb'rs themselves were alleged
to have assisted in the drafting of their own job descriptions.
12.5.
Again it was stated that in the Administrative Support
section which reported to the SAD a number of reorganisations had
taken place over time. These provided additional financial reward
for individuals perceived to be favoured by IN without competitive
selection procedures having to be undertaken.
12.6.
The Panel recommends that all future slottings-in be
subject to rigorous management scrutiny to ensure that the
Council's proper procedures and equalities dimensions are fully
implemented.
13.

Personal Files

13.1.
The Panel examined a number of personal files in DHS,
DSS and CEO to verify information. This check highlighted the
need for centralised control of DHS personal files.
13.2.
There appeared to be inadequate control or effective
maintenance of personal files in DHS.
The Panel was concerned that Illkept his own and, it is
13.3.
thought, other AD's and the director's personal files in his own
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office. Personne
they could only bel did not have access to these.
When needed,
retrieved by 111.
13.4.
The Panel does no
t consider any of
acceptable 'practic
the above to be
any personal files. e. In particular, ■ should have
no access to
13.5.
It was
taken from the dealso the case that some Personal
considers that no partment by Internal Control/Audifiles had been
department but th files should ever be physically t. The Panel
at where they are
re
purposes, photocop
needed for invest moved from the
ies are made.
igation
13.6.
There
re no effective co
noting that a fiwe
ntrol mechanisms
le
for the
separately manage had been removed by Personnel st
d
af
se
f in the two
ct
io
ns of Personnel th
files. It is reco
at
ne
ed
mm
to
en
de
access these
d
that a st
personal file be
introduced and en andard system of signing out a
forced.
13.7.
Finally, it is re
commended that ou
files be separate
t-of-date personne
ly stored under th
l
Personnel. They ar
e
ex
cl
us
iv
e control of
e currently access
Continuity.
ible only through
Committee
14.

Use of Internal Co
ntrol/Audit
14.1.
The Pane
regarding 1111were l was advised that whenthe allega
employee who had being investigated,,111 wished to tions
informed that the left no forwarding address. The Pa contact an exInternal Control ex-employees home address was ob nel were
The procedUral as Section following a direct reques tained by the
questioned at the pects and the reason for the requ t by the SAD.
Internal Control. time by the individual member ofest were
utilised a "netwo However, it is understood that staff in
Internal Control
approaching an em rking basis" to obtain this inform
pl
to Inland Revenue oyee in Internal Audit who alle ation by
gedly had access
Confidential File
s!
14.2.
The failure of th
e SAD, Internal Co
Audit, to operate
ntrol and Internal
requests is matter propek controls or standards with
of very, great conc
re
ern to the Panel. gard to such
14.3.
The Pane
conjunction with l recommends that the Director of
of such abuses an DFS, develop and determine safegu Housing, in
ards in respec
take in respect ofd determine the appropriate ma
nagement action tot
the Auditor allege
III •
d to be involved
15.
Leaks
15.1.
Just
ter the establ.
panel

'Nand
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newspapers e.g. INIMMIng. The Panel were advised that
the Press had approached those suspended officers wishing to
purchase their story and the paper offered money. Both employees
declined the offer and the newspaper was referred to the Press
Office. The Panel was advised by the Press Office that these
leaks had been attributed to Unison sources. The Panel is
concerned that such leaks were damaging to the Council. If any
Trade Union was involved in supplying the media with such
information this would seem to be a serous misjudgement and
inappropriate use of their ability to provide independent
information to the Press.
The Panel recommends that any guidelines relating to
15.2.
such contact between TU's and the Press be reviewed.
16.
the investicraticn the nel visited both
ich were the si es
where sexual assaults by shad occurred. It was a matter of
concern to the Panel that both basement areas were dirty, badly
eing actively managed and was
laid-out, gave
ultimately an
There were,confusion as to the.
keyholding arrangements. Weaknesses in the security arrangements
were also demonstrated by the inadequate locks not always
requiring correct use of keys to gain entry. The furniture store
was identified as the site where on many occasions sexual assault
and harassment had taken place over the years. This room was not
used frequently. The furniture store'"Also held a locked Records
Room containing old committee reports and personnel files and the
key holder was CCO. To gain entry for reference to ex-employees
files the Head of Personnel always required access from the CCO.
This was inconvenient and all personnel files should be contained
and maintained in a secure environment under the clear
responsibility of the Head of Personnel. Another locked inner room
contained Finance records which was the responsibility of the
Finance Section.
6

16.2.
The design and layout of the Storage Areas provided a
secure environment for
ing bay to the area provided a clear exit entry to
the building without needing to gain permission from the s front
reception• desk.
d for example that the
was on site frequently for the
purpose of moving an repairing furniture and as they were
familiar with the layout etc they were not perceived to require
supervision. _Passive infra red detector security devices although
sited in the corridor ceiling have a limited range of detection
whereby egress and entry can occur undetected.
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At the site visit of 2-7 Town Hall Parade, the police
16.4.
needed to gain forced entry to the small room known as the
Electrician cupboard and the door needed to be broken to gain
•

_ - •

.-:-7

either of these occurrences seem unlikely
given the limited supervision and management of these areas.
Another small room in the basement of 2-7 Town Hall
16.5.
Parade was used by the cleaners as a store for materials. Again
entry and exit could be gained to the street by means of an escape
staircase. The area should be better designed for storage
purposes as 'old equipment and files were not organised in the
area. The Panel recommends that management guidelines are
produced for use of staff of the basements to increase health and
safety standard, taking into account the prevention of any similar
events or sudden illness where a person may not be discovered for
many hours.
16.6.
The keyb.olding arrangements should be the clear
responsibility of the Office Manager with a formal recording
system for use of the areas. At the time of the site visit the
Panel noticed many unfiled documents on the floor in the 2-7
Basement and all documents should be retrained in a secure area
while pending action or filing.
17.

Computers

17.1.
Computer systems currently used by the Housing
directorate had mostly been acquired a's, stand alone systems not
connected to the corporate systems. There appeared to be little
co-ordination in the acquisition, application or training
requirement in respect of these.
17.2.
Reference was made to the replacement of the Wang Office
Word Processing System, some interviewees believed to be a waste
of resources as they considered it could be upgraded prior to
moving to Office Power. Staff who were users of the system had
not been formally consulted and were urprised by the speed of the
replacement as, it was believed that III wished to obtain the most
'state of the art' equipment. There appeared to be several
changes of hardware in this area in a very short space of time.
The return on the investment in this equipment must have been
questionable.
17.3.
The Panel was also informed that due to the need for
specialist computer skills and knowledge or dedicated systems, one
officer who wished to avail himself of PRVS was refused following
discussions with the District Auditor as the latter was concerned
that if the key worker terminated the employment the authority
could have serious computing processing difficulties. A decision
to retain was Made and an honorarium paid for a very lengthy
period at the same time little regard seems to have been paid to
the need for developihg computer skills in a wide range of areas
in the Directorate.
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Comments regarding the delivery, storage and subsequent
17.4.
physical loss within 24 hours of computer hardware for Housing
Department were made to the Panel. Once delivery took place the
equipment was placed in a locked area only to be discovered
missing next day. Witnesses considered that losses had occurred
in this way through inside knowledge. The likelihood of
opportunist theft could be almost eliminated in events like this.
18.

Removal Firms

18.1.
Two Removals firms appeared to be always used to
undertake Housing's moves. So much so, that
u
ployees
reported to the Panel that the believed that
was a
Housing employee. His firm,
was used to a very
great degree to carry o
ovals. Another contractor
allegedly, his brother
operated another removal
company which was also extensively used. This compan had vans
marked with the company name while the other company
111111111 allegedly operated from unmarked vans.
18.2.
The company owned by
was allegedly
permitted possession of keys that opened all internal lockers and
desks. They also appeared, at some stage, to have entry keys to
the building. The panel was informed that when a member of staff
was passed the key believed to be the only key to lock away
evidence for the criminal case re orted to police she was later
surprised to discover
fitting shelves in this
cabinet in =office.
18.3.

It was alle ■ ed t
was
addition
o un ertaking ounce work undertook private removal work for
other employees. The Company is believed to have carried out a
private removal for In After the termination of the Health
Safety Officer's employment calls were allegedl received from
Social Services Department staff requesting
to undertake
removal work. It appears that the =acted as some kind of
internal "agent" for their use.
It was alleged that Eland the
contractor enjoyed a close social relationship including drinking
together and sharing holiday arrangements.
18.4.
The Internal Control Department of the Housing
Department were requested to investigate the procedural aspects of
complying with ordering arrangements following the departure of
and the discovery of invoices from the Company in his desk. The
practice as reported to the Panel involved the receipt of verbal
quotations for the work required and the invoices were usually
certified by Mandl.. The argument offered for engagement of
this specific company was the fact that they were believed to be
reliable and did not need close supervision. They were also seen
as doing a good job and, they also repaired furniture or
constructed flat-back furniture. The Company had a prime tariff
of an hourly rate and because of their knowledge of the building,
staff time in supervision was minimal.
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18.5.
Because of their key holding
building, the Panel was concerned that, and knowledge of the
it would have been
possible for. the basement room 2/7 Town Hall Para
de to have been
washed down and all evidence removed by
this
firm
as their
familiarity with the site would not arou
se staff concern.
18.6.
The Panel was most concerne to be advised
that the only
action undertaken by Internal Controldfoll
owin
g
thes
e
queries many
months ago was to attempt to arra
for the firms inclusion on
the Approved List of Contractors.nge
They
undertaken no work to ascertain previousconfirmed that they had
levels of use of the firm
or whether this complied with Standing Orde
rs, despite having been
"alerted" to the problems.
18.7.
It was also alleged by a number of witnesse
s that the
firm undertook routine work within Hambrook
Hous
e
that
was within
the responsibilities of porters. The work
appe
ars
to
have
been
assigned in an uncontrolled and unmonito
used so extensively that it appeared to red way and possibly was
involve the full-time
employment of one or more members of this
firm at some stages.
18.8.
Witnesses expressed concern that
been involved in the unauthorised 'removal the firm may have also
and its disposal to local second-hand furn ' of office furniture
possibly to actual thefts of computer equiiture outlets and
pment.
18.9.
The Panel strongly recommends that a full
-scale Audit
Investigation be carried out by an inde
pend
ent
audi
t
group within
DFS Audit to establish previous levels
Of
use
and
comp
liance with
Standing Orders and possible involvement
with
thef
t
and/
or
unauthorised disposals of Council property
by
this
firm
over
the
preceding five years.
19.

Diaries

19.1.
During the course of the inve
informed the Panel that the representatistigation the Director
ve of
had sought access
to his last three years' work diaries and
that
this
had been
given. The Director later clarified that
only
phot
ocop
ies had
been provided. In further checking, the
Dire
ctor
then
conf
irmed
that, in fact, no access had been given
and the diaries could not
be located. It appears that'll's represen
tative accepted this and
has not pursued the matter.
19.2.
The Panel then sought access
provided, by the Director, via the CCO,to these diaries and were
and 1993. The Panel queried the whereabowith copy of 1990, 1992
uts of the 1991 diary
which has, to date still not been provided
.
19.3.
The Panel also requested the
one stage, allegedly been removed from
returned. The Panel was provided with
Director explained the absence of 1990
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diaries on Illwhich had, at
his office and where later
his 1992 and 1993. The
and 1991 diaries on the

basis that gas position in those years
did not, apparently,
entitled him to a diary.
19.4.
The Panel is concerned that the 1991 diar
ies are not
available. It is currently examining tho
se
pro
vid
ed
and is still
awaiting any remaining diaries.
20.

Farmer Housing Employee

20.1.
He was a Social
Services emp oyee in e post of
r. He was also a
former employee of the Housing Directora
te
en
employed as an
Assistant office Manager. BF was found
dea
d
in
Co
lat b the fire bri•ade in February 199his bu
3. T
d this has been the subject of an
s well as th1111111111111111111111,
20.2.
BF was employed in the Housing Directorate
and promoted
to the post of Office Manager in Social
Services.
20.3.
A number of witnesses who gave evidence
expressed
concern at the death of BF being in some
way
conn
ecte
d to the
Directorate of Housing and thepossibili
tyt
hat
he
ma
have been
involved in carrying out
o fraud
activities within that Direc ora e.
e wi nesses inked the
death to the overall fear and anxiety Som
that seem to pervade the
investigation. This is addressed in det
report. The murder of BF was seen by. ail elsewhere in the
‘;some witnesses as a possible
outcome for anyone who strayed too fat
for those who asked too many question. in their investigation or
20.4.
e

20.5.

The Panel heard ev.dence a

T re- •ays a er e was
confirmed to the Panel that a
There was also apparent y a in e wee
F and'.
One of the employees of the firm, appaprent
ly
carried out private removals. This firm
did
a
pri
vat
e
hou
se
removal for BF. Apparentl
B
. ngaged them and had given an
alleged employee of
keys so that his
furniture could be moved into his newthe
home. The contractor's
employee is alleged to have claimed that
when he let himself into
BF's home, he found BF in bed
with another man.
20.6.
The Panel heard evidence that
ou w is e was very concern
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Is was an issue

20.7.

e anel card
in
Housing. The
een
given
a
har
evidence that B
Panel noted a letter on BF's file fromMto BF on his leaving the
directorate confirming that the "culture" in Housing had not been
conducive to BF's methods of working. The Panel considered that
this was a strange comment to have made to an employee in a
memorandum. The Panel obtained a copy of the BBC "Crimewatch"
programme made about his murder which confirmed that three
besuited men (two black and one white) had been seen leaving his
flat with filei under their arms.

BF had allegedly expressed his fear of Into another
20.9.
witness who had visited him in DSS. When he visited, he had been
extremely angry 'and had burst through the reception at Mary
Seacole House. This episode was confirmed by a DSS witness to the
Panel. He spoke to BF in the canteen. BF had allegedly explained
that he thought he could get away fromMlbut claimed that one of
the Social Services's senior manage s had •ut ressure on him on
ms's behalf to write a statement.
The
ar. He a so
spo e in terms of the very real power at =was perceived to
was
have and he confirmed this in his second interview.
described as a "Godfather" type figure who ran Housing like a
business for his own purposes.
20.10.
Another witness confirmed that she k
ter leaving DHS.
apparently vi
e repeated that "
' She had not told the police this
a t ough it had been suggested to her that she should by Mat the
time of BF's death.
20.11.
The Panel also,interviewed the Director
ervices. He tol
that the
She
had
im s e had spoken to
ad
heard about the Panel's enquire-ey ad expressed
their fears to her about the link with the death. The police
officer had told her that theres no apparent link and that they
were expecting to arrest s9m4One very soon. These concerns were
not raised by Unison with"-the Panel. '
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The Panel considers that the information and evidence
20.12.
should be given to the police as part of their investigation into
BF' 'murder which has not been concluded'to date.
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been sacked
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Tory councillor
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London and this is how
the staff are behaving. It's
quite outrageous.
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people.. ' •
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the talk of the town hall'
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town' hall (right), just
yards away from the
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claims will cause mare •
red faces at Lambeth
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arc alleged
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A Lambeth Council
spokeswoman said,
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cial fiddles, now it's a
scx scandal. Lambeth
appears to have reached
new depths of depravity
and I'm demanding an
investigation as to how
this can happen under
the noses of senior management."
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